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"A dishonourable
Parliament •.• ANC MPs
showed South Africa how far they were
willing to go when others attempted to
hold them to account:' - Thorne Godinho,

thoughtleader.co.za

Employers,
.colleges must
join forces
It is essential that the needs of students match
those of business, and thus those of the economy
COMMENT
GwebsQonde

ity to its citizens to educate themfor
employability and a responsibility to
provide the economy with relevant
skills. At the same time, business
has a social responsibility to develop
the workforce to make it more
productive,
I realise tliat every business has
a profit motive and this affects
almost every decision a business will
make. However, the more progressive businesses in our country, and
globally for that matter, are those.
that ere concerned with long-term
sustainability.
The fact is that if the skills problerns are not solved, businesses will
not be sustainable.
The partnership between members of the Swiss Chamber of
Commerce and the department of
higher education and training to
support these training colleges is an
example of a progressive move forward. A group of Swiss companies
has embarked 01\ a programme that
targets selected colleges and programmes for collaboration.
We have established a good relationship with the Swiss grouping, but it concerns me that South

hatever a bustness's strategy iSJ
it obviously needs
skills to drive it
forward.
It is clear that the average organisation in South Africa today is spending a lot of money for little return
when it comes to training and development. This is not a suggestion that
businesses should spend less, but
perhaps spending it differently may
bring a lot more value and options.
How many corporate organisations
have their own traitiing and development departments? Not one or two
people managing processes, but fully
fledged colleges with trainers, classrooms and instructors to ensure that
business's sustainability is secured
and that they are today developing
the skills they will need tomorrow.
Some do have such facilities but most
can't afford them.
Many businesses believe that the
technical and vocational education
and training (TVET) colleges do
not deliver relevant curricula and
training. They therefore decline to
African
not offer and
thisother
type companies
of support. do
Of
invest In establishing tailor-made
course there are exceptions, such as
programmes at the colleges, forcing
colleges to develop more genetic pro- the motor industry and a number of
others that have forged sound relagrammes less focused on business
tionships with the department and
requirements - and 50 the mismatch
.the colleges.
is further compounded.
But, if we are not able to secureOn the other hand, the government
subsidises students in TVET colleges adequate workplaces for students,
at between RIO 000 and R60 000 we will be unable to turn this sltuaa student a year, depending on the ticn around. It is only once we have
programme of(ered. Often these a critical mass that we will be able to
students are unable to find employ- move the processes of redesign and
change forward sigoificantly.
ment because employers believe that
We expect that, for 2014, our total
they are not suitably qualified for the
employer's specific needs.
.
enrolment in TVET coJleges will be
Without business support, col- about 800000 students. This number is projected to grow to one milleges must develop programmes that
are general, will enable students to lion in the next year or two and to
z.s-mtllion by 2030.
be responsible citizens and provide
The government has given vastly
them with the best possible range
of options to find employment. This increased resources to this sector.
is often more generic in nature and We now have a dedicated student
financial aid scheme fund for TVET
perhaps not focused on the particucollege students of Rl.2-billion a
lar skills set businesses and other
employers seek.
year and a total of R6.5-billion is
The only realistic option we can being invested annually Into the
college sector.
.
take is to approach the problem
together and find a solution that is
workable fer 1;JOthemployers and
mg.co.za/education
colleges. ' s
Editor
The government has a responsibilDavid Macfarlone
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Practical: Students at the
technical and vocational
education and training
college In central
Johannesburg attend
a mechanics class.
Photo: LisaSkinner

The department has developed and
encourage employers to play a more
is implementing a comprehensive
active role in this process?
turnaround strategy for the TVET
We don't purport to have al1
colleges. We are working on curthe answers but we are wil'ling
riculum reform programmes and
and able to work with employers
lecturer development programmes.
to flnd meaningful solutions. We
We ha.veinvested millions In the gov- hope that all employers will give
ernance and financial management
this matter some thought and conprocesses of colleges to ensure that
tact my department to further this
we make these entities vibrant instidiscussion.
tutions of choice.
The one element we have little
Gwebs Qonde is the director
control over is the participation of general ofthe department of higher
employers. Without this element, we education and training. This
will not be able to make the gains we arlicleis written in the light ofthis
are working so hard on - although
week's conference. on technical
we have bad limited success, includand vocational education and
ingfrom the public sector. We know
training, which Minister ofHigthl'r
that students who have adequate
Education and TralnlngBlade
worK experience will be sigoificantly
Nzimande convened and hosted at
more marketable and able to find
GalJagher Estate, Johannesburg, on
employment. So how then do we . November18 and 19
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The fact is that, if
the ski lis problems
are not solved,
businesses in this
country will not be
sustainable
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